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It doesn't seem to matter who you talk
to, insurance as an industry is almost
always categorized as a follower instead
of a leader when it comes to innovation.
At ACORD2015 in Boca Raton, the
discussion about innovation and what it
takes to lead the industry will be front
and center. One session in particular,
"The Innovation Enigma: Personal Auto
Leads the Way," will use personal auto
as a jumping-off point by asking the
question, "Why is personal auto leading
the way when it comes to innovation?"
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Scholars Make the Grade at
ACORD2015
One of the most effective ways to drive
positive change within our industry is
attracting new talent. As we look to
#ACORD2015, nearly 90 applicants
from schools across the nation have
applied to be an ACORD2015 scholar.
Besides learning about the ins and outs
of the insurance industry, this year's
winners will have the ability to network
with potential employers and colleagues
from all over the nation.
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The Best Deal on ACE Boot
Camp in 2015!
Take advantage of what will be the best
deal on ACE Boot Camp in 2015 - even
nominate one of your employees or
teammates to attend ACE Boot Camp at
ACORD2015 this November in Boca
Raton (Please note: ACORD2015
registration must also be purchased if
attending ACE Boot Camp. Select "ACE
Boot Camp" as an option when
registering for the conference.)
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ACORD Certificates
Approved in NY
The New York legislature recently
passed new Insurance Law Article 5
"Certificates of Insurance," which
requires standard certificate of insurance
forms issued by an industry standardsetting organization to be reviewed and
approved by the Superintendent of
Financial Services. As a result, ACORD
submitted standard certificates of
insurance to the DFS for review and
ACORD is pleased with the
Department's quick response and
approval time.
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the GRLC Newsletter.
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Binding Authority: Lloyd's
Initiative Project Tomorrow
ACORD is pleased to announce its
participation in the Lloyd's initiative
called "Project Tomorrow" - which
recently went live. ACORD XML (AML)
is now being used to send risk bound
reporting data on property risks from
Australia to the Lloyd's market on a
weekly basis straight through to systems
in London with no rekeying.
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2015 ACORD Forum
Southern Africa
This year's ACORD Forum Southern
Africa marked a new location, new
format and record attendance! The
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event combined general sessions as
well as more intimate roundtable
sessions focusing on specific areas of
interest. The roundtables each had a
discussion leader who ensured the
attendees got what they wanted from the
individual sessions. Feedback was
shared with the whole group later in the
day.
Click here to view pictures from this
year's event.
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The Insurance Conference
2015
For the fourth year in a row, ACORD
was a gold level sponsor at the
Insurance Conference in Sun City,
South Africa. ACORD has played an
integral part in the insurance industry in
this region. The conference has grown
every year to date; this year, 1200
attendees from 28 countries came
together to be at Africa's premiere
insurance event.

Click to read full article

ACORD Industry News:
Innovation & Big Data, Pt.1
Innovation Strategist Karen Morris
discusses the potential for innovation
enabled by the rise of big data. (Part 1 of
2)

Click to watch video

ACORD2015: Here's Why
You Should Attend!
There're so many reasons to attend
ACORD2015 but don't just take our
word for it. Hear from industry leaders
who are looking forward to the
November 2-4th event.

Click to watch the video
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Insurance Technology Congress
September 22-23, 2015
Location: etc. venues, St. Pauls, London, UK
ITC is an annual event focused on technology as a strategic tool and the latest developments in London and the global
insurance market.

ACORD2015
November 2-4, 2015
Location: Boca Raton Resort, Boca Raton, Florida, USA
If you've attended the ACORD Implementation Forum in the past (and even if you haven't), you'll want to attend
ACORD2015. It's everything you expect from a flagship ACORD event. And more.
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